
Employees are no longer bound by cube walls or 
desktop computers. The modern workplace is  
wherever employees are. Today’s tools of the trade 
are whatever device employees can use to connect 
with their company or customers.  

Office 365 supports this transition. It delivers the  
applications employees  rely on to do their jobs—
Word, Outlook, PowerPoint, Excel, and OneNote—in 
three ways: through the cloud, in a locally-installed 
version, and as mobile application. In this way, Office 
365 provides the Office experience employees know, 
delivered whenever and wherever they need it.  

By partnering with Arraya Solutions to support Office 365, organizations will see those benefits and more,  
including: 

PAIN-FREE SCALABILITY— Office 365 is fully scalable, so it’s prepared to continue to meet your company’s 

needs even as those needs grow and evolve over time. Adding users is as simple as reaching out to Arraya to 
add licenses to your account. Then, Arraya’s team will handle the necessary configuration and onboarding.   

MORE ATTRACTIVE PAYMENT TERMS — Forget about purchasing enterprise licenses every 3 -5 years,  

followed by a painful upgrade. By leveraging Office 365, organizations gain a much more customer -friendly, 
pay-as-you-go option. Customers will only pay for the Microsoft services they want and use – without  
anything extra.  

GUARANTEED AVAILABILITY — Office 365 comes with a financially backed SLA for uptime. You can rest 

easy knowing that the service will be available when you need it.  

ONLINE AND OFFLINE ACCESS — Office 365 provides 1TB of cloud space which can be used to store, 

backup and share files. These files can be pulled down and accessed from a variety of devices and  
synchronized so that the most up-to-date versions remain accessible with or without an internet connection.  
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We’ve worked hard to give our diverse 
customer base customized IT solutions.  

How can we help you?  

At Arraya Solutions, we began with a simple vision: To combine technological expertise and personal service that 
would empower our customers to solve their individual IT challenges. The result is more than 15 years of growth 
and solutions-driven results that have made us one of Microsoft’s best partners.  

Serving the mid-Atlantic region, we work with clients of all sizes, across all industries. Our passion for superior 
knowledge of the IT industry has led us down a path of tremendous growth, but we still make it a priority to keep 
our small-business roots—ensuring every customer receives the personal attention it deserves. Discover how our 
partnership with Microsoft can empower your business for greater success! 

 Recipient of Microsoft’s Mid-Atlantic Area 
“Rising Star” award for FY14 & FY15 

 Member of CRN’s Solution Provider 500 & 
Tech Elite 250 lists year after year 

 Deep talent pool across the Microsoft data 
center and collaboration stack 

 Gold managed partner with over 20  
current Microsoft certifications 

 Structured but Nimble—the expertise of a 
large company with the personal attention 
and agility our customers depend on 
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